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						Sales price 5966,39 €
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					Description

			The Inspiration is the world’s premier closed circuit rebreather. Launched in 1997, the Inspiration created the CCR revolution bringing all the benefits of optimal gas consumption and the ability to achieve the optimum gas mix at every depth to the forefront of diving.

The Inspiration is today, the equipment of first choice for cave and under-ice explorers, underwater filmmakers, and sport and technical divers alike - ranging from shore diving to 100m expeditions.

The Inspiration Vision features the original Inspiration 2x3 litre cylinders 2.5kg scrubber combined with all the advanced features of the Vision system including:

	a crystal clear primary display wristset,
	patented dual oxygen controllers with independent displays and power sources,
	high performance Scrubber proven to 160m,
	fibre optic dual HUDs,
	hard memory storage and much more.


Options include a CO2 scrubber-life monitor and nitrox/trimix deco software with user-variable gradient factors and multiple gasses.

 

Counterlung Options:

There are three sizes of counterlungs - M, L & XL

To measure: wearing trousers with a belt and a T-shirt, measure from the lower edge of the belt at the front, over your shoulder and down to the belt at the back. Take the measurement on inhale. 
Under 110cm - Medium counterlungs 
Over 110cm - Large counterlungs 
Over 125 cm - XL counterlungs 

 

BC Options: 

A 16kg or 22kg wing style BC that that fits to the weight integrated harness. Available with or without an emergency cylinder.

 

Colours:

Black/Grey or Black/Yellow

 

Integrated Weight Harness Options:

There are 5 sizes of harness: S, M, L, XL & XXL

 

Please specify when ordering.
			  


  

  
